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“The ability and also the willingness to adapt your view of things to constantly 

changing circumstances are more important than your current knowledge base”  

Sebastian Thrun, Udacity / Google



Abundance is a certainty 



We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change:  
to keep thinking linear is becoming extremely dangerous
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Soon, if we ask whether technology can do something 

the answer will pretty much always be ‘YES’



Technology has no ethics



(thanks to Frank Diana)

#HellVen of exponential changes. Leadership required!



2023: a computer will match the capacity of one human brain,  
2050: one computer will match the capacity of all human brains

“One machine can  
do the work of 50 
ordinary (wo)men.  
No machine can do 

the work of one 
extraordinary 

(wo)man” 
Elbert Hubbard



What should (not) be automated?



Dramatic increases in automation will require a  
new societal negotiation on the future of work and jobs



What used to work just fine until now is very unlikely  
to work in the future: a huge challenge for Switzerland 
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Looking into the rear-view mirror while driving exponentially faster



Hybrid thinking: what is, today, and what might be, tomorrow 



Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

The Megashifts  
represent huge opportunities  
but will also result in exponential 
challenges to many things that 
actually make us human



Datafication

Automation Virtualization

MediazationAugmentation



The dramatic datafication and digitization, automation, virtualization and 
robotisation of most industries is inevitable: what’s next for Switzerland?



The dramatic datafication and digitization, automation, virtualization and 
robotisation of most industries is inevitable: what’s next for Switzerland?



It is the framework that changes with every new technology, not just the picture (Mc Luhan)



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world”
Sundar  Pichai CEO Google







Are humans just fancy data?



You ain’t seen nothing yet: we are heading towards a world of ‘global brains’

The Google Assistant via Youtube Pillo



The IoT: as things and processes become intelligent, will humans be empowered or diminished?



Faustain bargains or…            just the new normal?



Data really is the new oil - so do we need to regulate it just as much? 



Blockchain: distributed, encrypted, decentralised ledgers



A new relationship of man and machine: the #1 topic



#hellven



Voice Control, NUIs, AR/VR: speaking to machines like to our friends?

Amazon Echo Video 

Pillo VIDEO



Awesome or awful?



Intelligent Digital Assistants:  

Who would you trust  

with creating a 

digital copy 

of yourself?



Years not decades - ethics are no longer just ‘nice to have’



Algorithms (Technology)

Androrithms (Humanity)

How will we maintain a human-centric, holistic, sustainable balance?



Man… or Machine?



Automation bias and judgement erosion: how will humans remain in the loop?



“When the algorithms are making the decisions, people 
often stop working to get better. The algorithms can make 
it hard to diagnose reasons for failures. As people become 
more dependent on algorithms, their judgment may erode, 

making them depend even more on the algorithms. That 
process sets up a vicious cycle. People get passive and 

less vigilant when algorithms make the decisions”  
Psychologist Gary Klein 



How far will we take this? 
Who will define right or wrong?



The Sofalarity



Illustrations via FT.com and Yanne Livonen

Beware of dataism

http://FT.com


Efficiency 



The challenges of ‘too much technology’ are 
increasing exponentially, as well



The problem is not if or how 
computers can think but if humans 

can still feel when that happens 



Machine-thinking
Judgement erosion
Automation bias



Machines don’t think like humans do: we think with our bodies not our brains



The age of digital ethics is here: what do we stand for? 



Technology

Humanity Organization

Technology

Humanity Organization

The past The Future



Significant change of economic logic: ETA 10 years

Sustainable, holistic, interdependent: the new normal



Who will be Mission Control for Humanity?





Embrace technology - but don’t become it



“Technology alone is not enough - 

it’s technology married with liberal 

arts, married with the humanities, 

that yields us the result that makes 

our heart sing”  

Steve Jobs (RiP)



Algorithms Androrithms

Exponential algorithms need exponential androrithms 

Embrace technology but remain on ‘team human’ 

Demonstrate global leadership in digital ethics  

In education, focus on science and humanities

Algorithms Androrithms

Some proposed action items for Switzerland’s technology leaders
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